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Is a paper on the relevance of provenance for 

plant material used in restoration needed? A 

search for collaborators 



• In the following the term "restoration" assumes that the aim/purpose 

of the measures intended or taken is the restoration of the typical 

biodiversity of a given site 

 

• And, I would like to highlight that not relating to what I will tell you 

may be sufficient for other restoration aims and counter-productive to 

the aim of biodiversity restoration 

Just to clarify 



• They should fit the habitat-type to be restored 

– Often native species are regarded as being better adapted and it is assumed 

they fit better into the existing ecosystems.  

– On the other hand there are claims that non-natives and cultivars often do better 

than natives. But they may provide problems during a later stage of succession 

Development of background on what is requested from plant 

material used for restoration 

• Only sometimes requested: The plant material used should 

represent the genetic variation and diversity typical for the region 

of restoration 

• The plant material should show a vigorous biomass production 

(above and/or below ground) 

• The plant material should germinated and/or "establish" fast 

and with a minimum loss of the invested material 

• The vegetation cover should develop further and survive on the long 

term 

• The plant material should maintain and often enhance "soil quality" 

(e. g. nitrogen content) 



Discuss the fact that "native" has a spatial dimension 

Larix decidua Pinus sylvestris 

Haeupler und Schönfelder (1988) 



Discuss implications from the fact that a given native 

species has different provenances 

Differences in geographic 

region and/or land-use are 

expressed by differentiation in 

behaviour (life-history traits) 

and/or morphology of a 

species  

AID (1985) 

That fact is common 

knowledge in ecology, but 

often neglected in 

restoration 

narrow crowned highland pine 

 

broad crowned lowland  pine 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Except for a few examples most of the plant material used 

originates from nurseries and has been propagated for several 

generations (plant!) under constant human care  

 

Discuss the provenance of the plant material used restoration 



we face a human rather than a natural selection 

Discuss that in consequence 

So, what's the problem? A big fruit of pumpkin is fine from my perspective 



Statement:  

"You can’t have a ‘supergenotype’ or ‘superspecies’ that’s optimized 

to do everything, whose fitness (both in absolute terms, and relative 

to competing genotypes or species) is high in all possible 

circumstances" (Jeremy Fox on Oikos-Blog) 

 

That is, why we have to change from selecting for one or two traits towards  

selecting for the right trade-off 

 

Attempt to explain what you know anyway:  

- The energy a plant is investing into a certain trait will be missing for   

   investment into another trait  
 

- Natural selection allows plants trade a little more here against a little  

  less there (and vice versa) 

- Human selection fails to imitate that evolutionary process 

Discuss the difference between human selection and natural 

selection 



However, by cultivation we may (we will!) miss the trade-off towards the 

traits being decisive for long-term survival without human care.  

That situation becomes even more problematic the more traits are to be 

considered  

 

Discuss the difference between human and natural selection 

Investment into what life-history 

trait has been reduced to 

achieve that shift in investment 

towards fruit-size? May be 

reduced seed-production? 

 

However, we don't care as we 

provide constant care and long-

term survival without human care 

is not a relevant issue 

For successful restoration - of course - long-term survival is most relevant 



 

  

Germination strategies 

 

 

  

Dispersal strategies 

 

 

 

 

Biomass distribution strategies 

 

Discuss and present examples for local and regional 

adaptations and commonly changed by human selection 

e.g.,  

- faster germination 

- changes in ratio of germinating and 

dormant seed (loss of dormancy) 

e.g.,  

- changes in ratio of seed for 

zoochorous/anemochorous or achore 

dispersal 

 

e.g.,  

- changes in ratio of 

generative and vegetative 

biomass 

- changes in ratio  of above 

and below ground 

biomass 

Anyway, there is much more 

to consider 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E.g., cultivation leads to a loss of dormancy  

Plantago lanceolata Lotus corniculatus 

Comparing wild varieties and cultivated varieties we always found reduced dormancy 

and enhanced speed of germination in cultivated varieties 

For economic reasons restorationists often aim for fast and most complete 

germination of the sown (invested) material. However in ecosystems/habitats with 

strongly changing or unpredictable environmental conditions (drylands!) often only 

a well developed seed dormancy and/or a slowed down germination process 

allows for long-term survival. Especially dormancy is a most important survival 

strategy 



A very common practise in tree nurseries is the size selection in trees and 

shrubs as size is considered a quality of the plant material.  

Investigating the genetic diversity of two Central European tree species 

(Abies alba and Picea abies) Konnert & Schmidt (1996) found that the 

collective of large plants showed in both species the lowest genetic 

variation and the lowest genetic diversity. Therefore, the concluded that 

size selection is critically affecting the produced plant material and should 

be avoided. 

E.g., genetic diversity and variation are reduce by size 

selection in nurseries  



Results of our studies 

Briefly:  Yes!   

 

But,  we observed in one case 

cultivars (no hybrids so) that 

failed to survive harsh 

environmental conditions 

(oversized wimps?) 

Discuss whether releasing cultivars of natives species during 

restoration provides a threat for the wild varieties 



Discuss whether cultivation based changes in relevant 

traits of plants desirable in restoration 

Our present conclusion: 

Assuming that natural selection is achieving an at least adequate 

trade-off between several relevant life-history traits (local 

adaption), changing that trade-off  during propagation (cultivation-

effects!) has to be regarded as undesirable. 

 

Consequently, it is necessary to consider provenance in 

restoration to achieve good restoration results (Central European 

restorationist realised that already some 30 years ago in the Alps) 

 

And, as in a lot of countries native and semi-natural habitats are 

not anymore plenty-full enough to serve as seed-source for the 

amount of seeds needed (I lack the relevant information for dry-

lands), it will be necessary to use and invent cultivation methods 

allowing propagation under environmental conditions similar to 

those at the site of release. 



Prasse & Kunzmann (in prep.) 

Present and discuss ideas 

on how to conserve regional 

and local adaptations during 

propagation. 

 

E.g., delineation of seed 

transfer zones 



However, there are more issues to address and to discuss 

and we may need to develop different solutions for different 

purposes / geographic regions / cultures) 

• gain acceptance for provenance as criterion for seed quality,  

• develop a system of seed transfer zones (provenance zones),  

• develop a "filter" that allows for identification of native species 

suitable for blanket use on a regional scale (reaction to concerns of 

taxonomists and nature conservationists) 

• pay an appropriate price for species of local relevance (e. g. rare and 

endangered species) 

• develop a certification system 

• develop „rules“ for the 

– identification of populations (stands) suitable for harvest, 

– seed collection (e. g., minimum size of population) 

– propagation (e. g., minimum distances between possibly 

hybridising species or collections from different transfer zones) 

 



Dear COST action ES 1104, dear Eleni, dear Apostolos 

thank you also for providing me the chance to see 



a life bird 

Dalmatian Pelikan on Lake Kerkini 


